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Abstract. The region where ICSC 2019 takes place, Le Marche, is
known worldwide for its long tradition of musical instruments manufacturing, which dates back to 1863, when - according to the tradition
- Paolo Soprani built his first accordion. Since then, however, electronic
pioneers and DSP developers have joined traditional accordion craftsmen to cyclically renew the industry, in the effort to keep up with global
standards.
In 1988, the Bontempi-Farfisa group founded the IRIS lab, led by Giuseppe
di Giugno and run by several outstanding developers and computer music researchers. The MARS workstation was one of its most prominent
outcomes, and it was employed for several computer music works of the
1900s. It was programmed using ARES, a rich computer music platform
based on graphical patching.
All this material and history is now coming back to light after the accidental discovery of machines and documents long forgotten in an abandoned factory. After reactivating and restoring computers and their software, thanks to the effort of the Acusmatiq-MATME association, we are
now able to run ARES and its patches. This software will be described
and linked to other existing computer music languages, including CSound
and Max. The talk includes footages and documents produced by the
Acusmatiq-MATME association.

1

Introduction

In the last years a renovated interest for analog synthesizers has brought a wealth
of anecdotes, documents and bits of information out in the public. What is
remarkable about this, is the emergence of long-forgotten stories about engineers,
visionaries and electronic musicians throughout the whole world. A richer and
complex picture of the electronic music of the XX century is now emerging,
which is including characters previously too far from the Academia to be part of
the narrative. From my engineering background, I can safely state that with a
deeper look into the music industry of the last 50 years, we can see a continuous
exchange of ideas between the scholar world and the industry. Interestingly, the
extent of such an exchange goes far beyond the borders of those countries that
are traditionally considered leaders in music innovation: USA, UK and Japan.
I’m not discussing their role in research and development, proved, e.g., by a large
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number of patents and papers. However, rare synthesizers and computer music
systems have been emerging from Russia, Germany and Italy among others,
broadening our view on electronic and computer music.
One issue, with this large amount of emerging knowledge, is the lack of
verification and organic organization, considering that most of it comes from
the Internet. With historical instruments becoming now hype and sought for,
musical instrument manufacturer and software houses are pushed to exploit their
own take on the narrative to make profit. Their large outreach in the public can
endanger the protection of a neutral narrative on the history and technicalities of
electronic music. The Academia has a role in building a corpus of historical and
engineering knowledge to protect information from manipulation or to establish
the truth when several points of view emerge.
Within this framework, one of my concerns as a researcher is to conduct a
field study to collect interviews and witnesses as well as engineering data and
know-how from the music industry. Engineering skills are required, to allow the
research work to be technically sound and validate claims. However, other skills
are required as well for interviews, document archiving and musical studies. For
this reason, I encourage researchers from different disciplines to join this effort.
I have recently started conducting some research work by studying circuits
in electronic musical instruments and linking different circuit designs from both
a technical and historical perspective. My interest narrows down to the area
in Italy where I was born and raised, for two reasons: (1) I can easily access
documentation and local experts; (2) this area was, and still is, one the main
industrial districts in the world for musical instruments development and production. These industries are located in Le Marche region, specifically in the
area that extends from Ancona down to Recanati, including Castelfidardo, well
known for its long tradition of accordion making. Several other towns and valleys
are involved as I shall discuss later.
Thanks to the energy and effort of the associates of Acusmatiq-MATME, a
non-profit organization devoted to the preservation of this heritage, I have been
able to gather information from experts, engineers, and collectors. Most of the
information I have collected up to now, are first hand, coming from engineers
and employee I met and interviewed during the Acusmatiq-MATME initiatives,
such as the temporary Italian Synth Museum. In, e.g., [1], I have studied the
Welson Syntex (1977) and analyzed how it was engineered with respect to the
ARP Pro Soloist (1972). In that paper, I was able to incorporate information I
got from an interview with one of the developers of Welson, Elio Bellagamba,
now retired, who luckily appeared during the temporary exhibition organized
by Acusmatiq-MATME in 2018 (Museo del Synth) in Macerata, Italy. Without
his witness we would not be able to know the reason behind several engineering
choices for the development of the Welson Syntex, nor the name of the main
designer of the synthesizer, who unfortunately passed away years ago.
Despite the accordion and synthesizers legacy, the musical instruments industry has developed a strong digital technology expertise. In the 1900s several
ambitious projects were started by those companies that had a strong research
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outlook. Among these, the Bontempi-Farfisa group created a research facility,
IRIS, composed of brilliant academics, who developed - among other projects
- the MARS, a DSP workstation for real-time signal processing for computer
music, which will be at the core of this article.
The paper will provide, thus, a brief history of Le Marche and its musical
instrument industry, describing some of its milestones. Then I will concentrate
on the MARS and its software.

2

A Brief History

This whole story starts from Castelfidardo, Ancona province, Italy. According
to the legend, in 1863, a German pilgrim was heading to Loreto, a town nearby
Castelfidardo, and a place of worship, that hosts what was believed to be the Holy
House, carried from Nazareth by angels. This pilgrim was hosted for one night by
humble farmers in his pilgrimage. As a gift, he left his accordion to Paolo Soprani,
a young boy in this family, who eventually managed to disassemble the accordion,
and study its construction. What we know for sure, is that Paolo Soprani started
his own accordion company, the first in the area, which eventually grew up
extraordinarily. He became a generous entrepreneur, and built houses for workers
around the Soprani factory, leading to the growth of the town. These houses and
the factory are still present, and the factory has been restored, constituting
a fine industrial architecture example. The accordion business expanded in the
years. Currently, Castelfidardo is still one of the biggest accordion manufacturing
centers in Europe. Accordions are still manually built in workshops or small
factory buildings by tens of small firms and brands, often family-owned.
Other accordion makers spread in the region and beyond. The Galanti family,
in Mondaino, Rimini province, was in business at the end of the XIX century, and
had a great success in the US in 1950s. This family later split into two different
companies, GEM and Viscount, both growing to be large digital instruments
manufacturers.
2.1

The Analog Days

In the 1960s, musical instruments started being sold for home use. The Mellotron,
e.g., was advertised for home use (a UK commercial can still be found on the Internet 1 ). Automatic accompanying functions were seen as a feature for amateur
players. Home organs were produced worldwide, and accordion makers in Italy,
saw this as an appealing market. In Camerano, Ancona province, the Farfisa
group (FAbbriche Riunite di FISArmoniche) was started in 1946 from three separate companies: Settimio Soprani (Castelfidardo), Silvio Scandalli (Camerano)
and Nazzareno Frontalini (Numana). Farfisa was, at first, a large accordion production facility, but later moved on from accordions to electric organs (with
1

”The Mellotron: A Keyboard with the Power of an Orchestra”, found at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HdkixaxjZCM
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transistor generators) and turntables. Similarly, in Mondaino, Marcello Galanti
founded RTE Electronics and started building home and church organs under
the Viscount brand. Differently, Eko, in Recanati, Macerata province, grew in
popularity for its guitars craft, following the growth of beat music.
By the beginning of the 1970s, several smaller companies between Ancona
and Castelfidardo were producing organs and string machines, mainly for home
use. These instruments were less expensive than American or British alternatives, at least locally, due to reduced distribution and transportation costs and
the lower cost of Italian labor. At the time, the availability of foreign instruments
was reduced compared to current days of a globalized market (and CO2 -intensive
shipping). In the mid 1970s, the musical industry in Le Marche was flourishing.
An incomplete list of manufacturers can be found in Table 1, showing a few
details on these. In addition to musical instruments, Italian companies also produced amplifiers, mixers and public address systems. FBT is still active in this
business and Davoli amplifiers (from region Emilia Romagna) were also very
popular among Italian Pop and Rock musicians. Both had a brief sortie in the
synthesizer business, with the FBT Synther and the Davolisint. Montarbo, was
founded in the 1960s by Sergio Montanari, from Bologna, producing public address systems. Several loudspeaker manufacturers were located in the Ancona
area, including SIPE (now part of the ASK group), SICA and CIARE, still
active.
Many home organs were fitted with automatic accompanying systems, for
amateur use. However, some of these instruments were employed in live music.
The most trivial example is the Farfisa Compact Duo, featured in Pink Floyd
live performances, as seen in the “Live in Pompei” movie or the Ummagumma
disc cover. Vox organs were produced in large part in Italy at the EME factories.
Italian organ companies started producing monophonic synthesizers, mainly
compact ones, which were meant to stand on the piano or the organ of a rock
keyboard player, in the style of Progressive Rock keyboardists, requiring some
melodic lines to be performed with such an instrument. These synthesizers were
usually compact and constrained in the sound design, not aimed at experimental
electronic music.
Besides Farfisa organs, other successful products were the Elka Rhapsody, a
string machine featured, e.g., in Klaus Schulze’s studio. Most notably, the first
programmable drum machine ever was the Eko Computerhythm (1972). This
seems to be the first product ever to feature a step sequencer. It had a matrix
of 16 switches by 6 rows for the activation of the individual steps and a punchcard reader for fast programming. The Eko CR was featured by electronic music
artists such as Jean-Michelle Jarre. Unfortunately, due to its weight and cost,
and the absence of sequencer-driven electronic music genres at the time, it was
soon discontinued, notwithstanding its success at Frankfurt Musikmesse. In that
occasion, reportedly, Japanese engineers took pictures of it, possibly influencing
the later Roland TR-808 (1980). The name itself of the Eko drum machine
could have influenced the name of a prior Roland rhythm machine series, the
CompuRhythm (1978).
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Crumar

Eko

Elgam
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Farfisa

Fatar

FBT

Giaccaglia

Logan

Orla

Siel

Welson

2003?

guitars, organs, synthesizers,
amplifiers

organs, synthesizers

parts for accordions, then organs,
nowadays digital instruments

string machines, organs

toy accordions, organs

after collaborating with ARP
and Sequential Circuits they
were acquired by Roland corp.
and became Roland Europe

1984

2013 (later
acquired by Proel
and rebranded as
Dexxibel)

still active

N/A

still active
In 1985 moved to
plastic molds

still active

1998

keybeds and keyboards,
currently digital pianos
and MIDI controllers (Studiologic)
PA, mixers, tape echo, synthesizers

1989 (sold to GEM)

1982

still active

ca. 1987

accordions, then, record players,
TV (for Metz), amplifiers, organs,
synthesizers, acoustic pianos,

Some instruments rebranded Vox and
Hohner. After the 1970s acoustic
pianos for Baldwin

with Thomas (USA) and Vox (UK) they
founded EME in Montecassiano

Initially founded in Senigallia (AN)
moved to Ancona in 1955. They started
a joint venture with Solton (DE) in 1979, 1982
from which Ketron (still running in
Ancona) was started

organs, synthesizers

organs with accompanyiment

guitars, organs, drum machines

synthesizers, string machines,
organs

radio, tape recorders, guitar
pickups for Eko, organs,
synthesizers

End

A new brand, vociarmoniche, is still active -

Notes

toy instruments, arrangers, organs acquired Antonelli and Farfisa

Instruments produced
accordions, turntables
(for Lenco), music toys

Table 1: Partial list of electronic instrument manufacturers located in Le Marche and operating during the 1970s. Related
companies, not mentioned here, were Jen (Pescara), GEM (San Giovanni in Marignano) and Viscount (Mondaino), with tight
bounds to Le Marche.

Montefano (MC) + Castelfidardo (AN)

Acquaviva Picena (AP)

Castelfidardo (AN)

Porto Recanati (MC)

Castelfidardo (AN)

Recanati (MC)

Recanati (MC)

Recanati (MC),
(Loreto (AN) after 1976)
Castelfidardo (AN)
Camerano (AN)
+ Castelfidardo (AN),
+ Sambucheto (MC),
+ San Benedetto del Tronto (AP)

Recanati (MC)

Ancona

CRB Elettronica 1949

Potenza Picena (MC)
+ Martinsicuro (TE)

Osimo (AN) + Montefano (MC)

Established Headquarter + Facilities

Company
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In those years, there were a lot of interactions with the US and the UK. EME
(Elettronica Musicale Europea) was a manufacturing firm founded by Thomas,
Vox and Eko. This facility was in charge of producing many instruments for
Thomas and Vox, such as amplifiers, organs and effect units. It also produced
Robert Moog’s monophonic Satellite. Robert Moog collaborated with Crumar
for the development of the Spirit, a monophonic synthesizer. A small synthesizer
based on the CEM3340 VCO and the SSM2040 filter was produced by Crumar
for Nyle Steiner, to be used in conjunction with his EVI breath controller. Gary
Stewart Hurst, the British technician behind the Tone Bender fuzz pedals, was
also developing several organs, effects and instruments for Elka and Crumar in
Italy, where he is currently living.
During these times the companies turned from small family-owned companies into large enterprises, often with hundreds of employees. Development was
conducted mainly by electrical or electronics specialists with a technical school
degree. These specialists were well prepared in discrete analog and early digital electronics. However, with the advent of microprocessors, as found in Dave
Smith’s Prophet V, or VLSI designs such as Yamaha FM synthesis chips, the
music industry faced revolutions that the know-how of the Italian companies did
not have.
The engineering faculty of the University of Ancona was founded in 1969 only,
and electronic engineers started flowing into the musical instruments industry
only in the late 1970s. At the beginning, only few engineers were employed in
the music industry, often coming from other regions. One notable example is
Giulio Viezzoli (1925-2014). He had an electronics degree from the University of
Padua and worked for several years in Farfisa. He later founded his own company,
Aethra, a communication technology company, with active spin-offs.

Fig. 1: The Eko Computerhythm (1972), the first programmable drum machine.
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The Digital Switch

At the turn of the 1980s digital technology was emerging in the music instrument
market. Many musical instrument companies in Italy were lacking the required
expertise and did not have well-structured internal R&D facilities. In an effort
to overcome this, ISELQUI (Istituto Elettronico per la Qualità industriale), a
part-private, part-public company was founded, to perform development and
quality tests for the regional industry. As an example, the Crumar BIT One
and BIT99, were partly developed by ISELQUI in conjunction with Crumar.
The analog electronics were developed by Gervasio Pannelli, a brilliant expert
who worked at the company and had found a smart mechanism for digitally
controlling the tuning of the instrument. Carlo Jura designed the panel, initially
more sleek and provocative than the one went into production, called in by his
brother Luciano, also involved in the project. The firmware of the instrument
was developed by a young engineer from Castelfidardo called Sandro Gabrielli,
my father, who worked at ISELQUI at the time. The instrument was a digitallycontrolled polyphonic synthesizer with presets and analog CEM/SSM filters. The
instrument sold well, and was going to be followed by the Example, a rackmount
sampler to sell against the Akai S950 sampler. By the time the product was
ready, Crumar was sold to GEM, which rebranded it as LEM (their own public
address brand) and produced a pre-production batch of about 50 pieces, making
it nowadays very rare to find.
The Elka Synthex was another successful synthesizer, developed by Mario
Maggi, an Italian developer from Rome. He had bold ideas that the company
had to put down partially, in order to close the development phase and get it
engineered and manufactured. The synthesizer is based on digital electronics and
oscillators, and has an internal 4-tracks sequencer. It got successful after being
played by Stevie Wonder and Keith Emerson, among others and more than a
1000 were produced.
During the 1980s many of the companies listed above were closed, were sold or
left the musical instruments market. The few remaining ones strengthened their
R&D teams, their production quality and engineering abilities. At this point
large Japanese companies found the opportunity to take over this know-how
and make it their own. This is the case of Siel, founded in 1976 in Acquaviva
Picena (AP), by four former Farfisa employees. The company had about 100
employees at the beginning of the 1980s and produced their own instruments,
as well as the ARP Quartet and Sequential Circuits Prelude and Fugue. They
were early adopter of the MIDI protocol and developed modern digital synthesizers. In 1987 the company made a joint venture with Roland, and finally
became Roland Europe in 1988. In 1995, Korg Italy, a division of Korg Japan
was founded in Osimo from three experts working in the music industry and
Tsutomu Katoh, founder of Korg. Japanese companies knew that the territory
offered skilled engineers, know-how and direct contact with companies producing plastic components (such as the keys), electronic circuits. As an example,
FATAR, founded by Lino Ragni in 1956 has grown in the years to be the most
important provider of keybeds and mechanics for keyboard instruments.
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Current Outlook

Nowadays, Le Marche is the first region in Italy in terms of GDP for musical instruments production and the second in the digital audio field, after Lombardia.
Musical instruments are still developed and produced, as well as audio equipment. A number of companies has survived several economical crises, and new
ones have been founded in the years, adding musical software, modular synthesizers and audio devices to the portfolio of this region’s products, in addition to
wines, mussels, and spirits!

3

The MARS workstation

Around 1988, the Bontempi-Farfisa group started a new research center for the
development of custom DSP ASICs and algorithms, to empower new generations
of musical instruments for professional use. At the time, Bontempi was well
known for educational and amateur instruments, but they aimed at reaching the
professional market with new products.
The IRIS (Istituto di Ricerca per l’Industria dello Spettacolo) was founded
in Paliano (FR), Italy, in a villa surrounded by a large green park. The center
was located outside of Le Marche to take advantage of funds reserved to the
southern Italian regions. Soon after its foundation, Giuseppe di Giugno, agreed
to direct the research activities. Di Giugno was at IRCAM at that time, and
he successfully led the development of the real-time music computers 4A, 4B,
4C and 4X for Luciano Berio and Pierre Boulez. Back to Italy, he assembled a
team of engineers, physicists and researchers. The team was very diverse, initially
counting people from the US, France and all parts of Italy.
The direction at Bontempi allowed them to conduct a few years of research
to acquire the experience for later development of products. The experiments
turned out to lead to the development of what we may call the European alternative to the Kyma Capibara. Stemming from Di Giugno’s experience with
music computing platforms, and Sylviane Sapir’s work at the CSC in Padova
with the 4I (a re-design of the 4X), the MARS system was designed on a hardware platform based on a custom ASIC and a real-time operating system, the
RT20M.
The system was composed of a hardware platform running algorithms in
real-time on the custom DSP chip and a software for developing the algorithms
and compiling them for the processor.
Several generations of chips were developed, as well as hardware platforms
and software releases. The large amount of documents found and stored by the
Acusmatiq-MATME association suggests that several research directions were
undertaken in the years. The MARS was first designed to be programmed using
an Atari computer [2]. Five papers were published by the IRIS group at the
1992 ICMC related to the platform. Later, in the second half of the 1990s it
was re-designed to be programmed by a Windows personal computer [3]. This
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implementation of the system was programmed using ARES, a graphical environment for computer music that allowed to develop algorithms, compile these
and transfer to the MARS.
3.1

ARES

ARES is a graphical computer music patching system in the tradition of MUSIC
programs, with a graphical patching environment, similar to Max. However, this
software has its peculiarities. The taxonomy of the system is composed of four
hierarchical layers:
– ALGORITHM: a unidirectional flow-graph diagram describing the algorithm
– TONE: the editable parameters of the algorithm are grouped and stored as
a tone file
– ORCHESTRA: allocates one or more algorithms and allows routing their
inputs and outputs reciprocally or to audio inputs and outputs
– TONE MAP: a list of MIDI channels with algorithms (or orchestras?) allocated on them.
Each of these categories has a file type associated. A catalog window allows
managing projects and showing all the files in the project.
As the reader may notice, it has no notion of score, unlike CSound. This
means that every event must be sequenced outside ARES. From a phone interview with Sylviane Sapir it seems that they were used to run an external MIDI
sequencer, Cubase, or live perform with MIDI controllers. Scores for acoustic instruments to play together with live electronics were still on paper. The research
team was extremely focused on the real-time capabilities of the platform.
ALGORITHM The algorithm is the foundation layer for real-time audio editing in the MARS. Signal processing blocks are placed on the algorithm editing
window and routed. Control signals are not explicitly routed in this window, but
rather hidden in the editing of parameters, later discussed. A large number of
signal processing blocks are available, as well as little utility units.
A list of families of blocks is reported:
– ADC/DAC: to and from the ADC and DAC of the chip;
– in/out: not to be confused with the ADC and DAC, these are inputs and
outputs of the algorithm and can be routed to other patching point in the
orchestra layer;
– probe: a debug probe to be used in conjunction with a virtual oscilloscope;
– location watches: level meters to watch signal amplitude;
– constants: simple constant values to make the patch readable;
– parameters: static and dynamic (i.e. MIDI-controlled) numerical values for
timbre editing and control;
– LFOs and envelopes;
– algebraic operators (sum, multiplication, etc.);
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– lookup tables;
– oscillators: wavetable and PCM oscillators, phase distortion and frequency
modulation, additive, etc.;
– random generators;
– modulation oscillators;
– logical operators, counters and multiplexers;
– delay lines, single tap delays, feedback delay lines, etc.;
– filters;
– effects (harmonizer, pitch follower, doppler, pitch shifter);
– other tools (pan, mix, bitshift, etc.);
– physical modelling (mass, spring, string, jet model, 3 port junction, reed,
tube, etc.);
– effects (chorus, reverb, exciter, etc.);
As an example, Figure 2 shows a clarinet physical model algorithm.

Fig. 2: An ARES algorithm, employing physical modeling building blocks for the
synthesis of a clarinet tone.

TONE The tone layer collects the parameters used by an algorithm and allows
storing these in tones, i.e. timbre presets. Recalling a tone allows, e.g., a preset
to be applied to an algorithm. The tone window lists all the envelopes, LFOs
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and parameters used by the algorithm, as shown in Figure 4. The catalog allows
recalling several tone files related to the current algorithm.
Parameter control is extremely flexible. Parameters can be static (constant,
editable in the tone layer) and dynamic, i.e., MIDI-controlled. The parameters
can be instantly converted from static to dynamic. Static parameters can conveniently be manipulated according to linear and logarithmic law. Additionally
they can assume physical values. This is very useful for physical modeling algorithms, giving a physical meaning to values. Furthermore, values related, e.g.,
to frequency, can be incremented in octaves or semitones, for a quick tuning.
Dynamical parameters can follow MIDI messages. Figure 3 shows an example of
this. Complex mathematical relationships can be established between a parameter and Note On key and velocity or a Control Change message. The mathematical law is determined by a maximum of three rows implementing a function
of the type
Mi (x) = af (x + k)
(1)
where x is one of the selectable inputs (Note On key, velocity, Control Change
value or zero), k is a editable offset (dubbed Shift) and a is an editable gain
(dubbed Sense). The function f (·) is a lookup table, selectable among 32 tables.
Additional parameter tables can be added by the user.
Finally, the Mi can be combined in several ways. In the example figure, e.g.,
only M1 and M2 are combined, following the law:
(1 + M2 ) · M1 .

(2)

All the parameters are accessible from the Tone file. One advantage of this in
musical instruments design, is the ability to load one algorithm and separately
store several tone files, allowing one to recall different presets or instruments
based on the same algorithm. This abstraction would be highly beneficial for a
system devoted to the development of synthesizers and digital musical instruments based on physical modelling.
The programming of the envelopes is also quite flexible. LFOs can be periodic
and one-shot. They can read lookup tables and have an envelope associated. All
these features allow for a complex interaction with the instrument.
ORCHESTRA The orchestra file has multiple goals. It allows allocating one
or more instance of several algorithms. The number of instances of an algorithm
determines its polyphony. Algorithms are routed to each other and to the audio
inputs and outputs. The two X20 processors can host different algorithms. The
output of the first X20 can be also routed to the second one. In Figure 5, e.g., a
clarinet algorithm with polyphony four runs on the first X20 and its output is
sent to the second X20 for effects, an enhancer and a reverb.
3.2

Compared to Puredata and Max/MSP

Max/MSP and Puredata are similarly based on graphical patching. However,
their focus on the algorithm is stronger. Puredata allows a hierarchy of patches,
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Fig. 3: The dynamical parameter editing window.
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Fig. 4: Windows showing envelopes, LFOs and dynamic parameters in a physical
modeling ARES patch.

Fig. 5: An orchestra window, showing instances of algorithms for synthesis and
effects, and audio routing.
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but no global vision of their parameters. Max/MSP nowadays hosts a presentation view that allows hiding algorithmic details, however it derives from a patch,
just hiding some items and moving control elements such as sliders in a suitable
position for controlling the patch in real-time.
Compared to these, ARES seems to be more focused on sound design, dropping away some of their features and allowing a versatile control of parameters at
the tone level. Puredata and Max/MSP have audio and control data, processed
at different sampling rates. ARES hides all control data behind MIDI messages,
which are inherently, event-driven.
ARES parameters can assume physical values, a notion that is not found in
other computer music platforms, which only rely on native types such as floating
point and integer numbers, or strings.
3.3

Compared to CSound

One of the most obvious differences is the lack of the concept of score. No
internal event sequencer is featured, since the focus of the system is on real-time
processing. An external sequencer was required for autonomous operation of the
system. For the same reason, to the best of my knowledge, no acousmatic piece
was ever written for the MARS. The second obvious difference is the graphical
approach.
At the core, however, CSound and ARES share a common ancestor, the
MUSIC N family of computer music languages. Before joining the IRIS, since
1983, Sylviane Sapir was working at the CSC in Padua, where she ported MUSIC
V for Di Giugno’s 4I. RT20, MARS operating system, was originated from this
development effort. We can, thus, affirm that CSound and the MARS software
are approximately the same age, although different in goals. Furthermore ARES
was proprietary software, while CSound is open source.

4

Conclusions

This short paper provided an overview on the history of Le Marche, how it
started growing in popularity as a musical instrument manufacturing district
and how it established as a rich place for musical instrument manufacturing.
One of the peaks in terms of technological advance was reached in the 1990s by
the IRIS institute, founded by Bontempi-Farfisa. Currently, several R&D units
exist in the region, some of which have strong ties with our university. However,
the IRIS venture, was something extraordinary in the musical industry, as it
led to outstanding research outcomes. Unfortunately, around 1999, its activities
ceased for economical reasons, and Bontempi was almost dismantled in the later
years. Their work fueled a family of digital products by Bontempi in the 1990s,
such as the Fargisa F1 and G7. However, most of the R&D outcomes never went
into real products, that could have been gamechangers at the time.
I wrote this paper in conjunction with my keynote presentation, in the hope
that most of the information I have recently collected, will be available to a
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broader public and will be preserved from oblivion. There is a lot more to tell,
and to discuss about this land, its entrepreneurs and engineers, their errors,
their ventures and their ideas on music. And also: how they intertwined with
the history of electronic and computer music, what their core values were, how
society and labor changed in this region. I hope in the future I will be able to
write and discuss in large about these topics and the mutual influence between
music and this land of farmers and ill-minded synth manufacturers.

5
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the one who boldly rescued all the IRIS material: hardware, software and documents, and his role in restoring the hardware and going through the documents
has been invaluable.
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